
ALAMEDA LITTLE LEAGUE FIELD PROCEDURES 

MAJOR & MINOR FIELDS - NO CARTS ON FIELDS 

Home team always prepares field. USE BREAKAWAY BASES. ALWAYS REPLACE PLUGS! 
 
 1. Water field first to prevent flying dirt and dust. Do not force coupler! 
 2. Drag field with 6' broom sharp triangle backside. Rake as needed. 
 3. Re-drag field with broom side. 

  4. Line batter's box assuring that box is 3 feet forward from center of plate, and 3  feet back 
  from center of plate, 4" off plate (6' X 3') Do not assume that the base line should meet the box 
  in the corner because they are not intended to. 

 5. If you make a runner's lane, make sure that it is 2 1/2' from base line, starting 30' from plate 
 and going to the base. 
 6. Coach boxes are 8' X 4', 6' from base. The 8' line is parallel to the base line. 
 
Visiting team shall put all equipment away in the container NEAR THE DUGOUTS. 
 
 1. Weekdays & last game on weekends: field must be dragged after game. Always smooth & 
 water batter's box and pitching plate area. 
 2. Hoses must be hung in the appropriate place, not left in the carts or anywhere else. 
 3. Rakes must be stored on racks provided. 
 4. Chalkers must be placed in boxes behind dugouts. Close bags tightly! 
 5. Bases must be placed in boxes behind dugouts. 
 6. Visiting team responsible for all equipment being returned to appropriate place. 
 

KEES & ANDERSON FIELDS - CARTS MAY DRAG IF WATERED FIRST 
 

Home team always prepares field. USE BREAKAWAY BASES. ALWAYS REPLACE PLUGS!  
 
 1. Water field first to prevent flying dirt and dust. Do not force coupler! 
 2. Drag field with cart and drag. Rake as needed. 
 3. Line batter's box assuring that box is 3 feet forward from center of plate, and 3 feet back 
 from center of plate, 4" off plate (6' X 3') Do not assume that the base line should meet the 
 box in the corner, because they are not intended to. 
 4. Coach boxes are 8' X 4', 6' from base. The 8' line goes toward home plate. 
 
Visiting team shall put all equipment away in the equipment container NEAR THE DUGOUTS.  
 
 1. Hoses must be hung in the appropriate place, not left in the carts or anywhere else. 
 2. Rakes must be stored on the side of container. 
 3. Bases, chalker, and chalk must be returned to boxes behind dugouts. 
 4. Weekdays & last game on weekends - field must be dragged after game. Always smooth & 
 water batter's box. 
 5. Visiting team responsible for all equipment being returned to its appropriate place. 
 
ALL TEAMS MUST CLEAN THEIR OWN DUGOUT AFTER PRACTRICES 
AND GAMES! THESE GUIDELINES APPLY TO ALL GAME AND PRACTICE 
FIELD USE. BE COURTEOUS TO THE NEXT USER!! 


